APPLICATION TO CONDUCT AN
NRA SPECIAL TOURNAMENT
(Submit Applications and Programs in duplicate)

Special Tournaments are those which would be difficult or impossible to sanction under normal NRA Sanctioning Rules and Regulations. This distinct and separate category (Special) is set up so that most circumstances can be handles with the least amount of difficulty.

(See Special Tournament Requirements on back)

If accepted for NRA Special sanction, we, the sponsoring organization, agree to:

1. Complete and return this application in duplicate with two copies of the program.
2. Conduct the tournament according to safe Tournament Regulations and Rules.
3. Provide adequate operating personnel to conduct the tournament efficiently.
4. In the event that the tournament is cancelled, immediately notify the NRA.

Sponsoring Organization: ________________________________________________________________

Club # (if NRA affiliated): ___________   Tournament Name: _____________________________________

Tournament Date: _______________   Tournament Location (city & state): __________________________

Match Director: ____________________________   Supervisor: __________________________________

NOTE: The supervisor is the only tournament official who may not compete. The Supervisor should preferably be from an organization other than the sponsoring organization. By nominating the individual named above, the sponsor signifies that the person named has agreed to act in this capacity and has full knowledge of rules and regulations governing this particular tournament. Any financial arrangements with the Supervisor are the responsibility of the sponsoring organization.

Contact Person: ______________________________________________    NRA ID: ___________________________

   (This individual will be the contact for your tournament)

Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________

City: ___________________________________________________   St: ______       Zip: _______________________

Telephone number where contact can be reached during working hours: _____________________________________

Fax: ____________________________________      E-mail: ______________________________________________

Submitted by: ________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________

City: _____________________________ St: ____   Zip: ________

Approved for
The NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

By: ___________________________________________

Date: _________________________________

(over)
Special Tournaments are tournaments which are conducted for some special occasion or reason, using courses of fire, targets, firearms, positions, or other factors, which are different from any NRA program. Such Tournaments are unusual in nature by definition, are usually one of a kind, held for a specific purpose or event which may or may not be directly involved with NRA shooting programs.

A request to hold a Special Tournament must come from the sponsoring organization. They may be sanctioned with the direct approval of either the Executive Director of General Operations or the Director of the Competitive Shooting Division.

None of the shooting activities within a Special Tournament can be those which NRA normally uses for classifications or National Records.

General Regulations pertaining to the operation of Approved Tournaments are to govern Special Tournaments.